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         Improved SEO Scores  

In August 2014, Google announced that adding a SSL certificate to your site can
result in a minor boost to its ranking. This boost for using SSL applies to all sites,
it does not matter if you do or do not request sensitive information from users.
Even if your site does not have a shopping cart with checkout page or does not
request any other personal information you can still benefit from having an SSL
Certificate on your site because of this SEO boost.  

         Easy to Recognize 

When a user visits a website with SSL enabled, they will see a green padlock icon
or green background in the address bar indicating the connection is secured. If you
are viewing this on my website, look in the top left of your page. You will see in the
URL bar a green padlock, next to the word Secure. This icon and text tell you, the
visitor, that my website is protected with an SSL certificate. Because the padlock
icon is so easy to identify visitors can tell immediately if your website is secure or
not. 

         Gain Customer Trust 

Do you ever wonder if the website you are visiting can be trusted? Having SSL
protection on your website is one of the fastest and most effective ways of telling
your visitors that they are safe when visiting your website. By making your website
trustworthy, it makes you/your company more credible and trustworthy in the
visitor’s eye. If visitors can trust you, they are more likely to stay on your website
which can benefit you in creating more leads, more enquiries, more conversions
and more sales. By securing your website with SSL protection it shows your
customers that you care about them and their cyber safety when they visit your
website. 
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